Color Me

Back to School

Sharpen your skills with books from the library.
Find and Count

Find and count the following items.

-Calculators
-Backpacks
-Glue bottles
-Crayons
-Rainbow markers
Find Someone Who...

Use these descriptions to learn more about family and friends.

- loves to swim
- has a bicycle
- wears glasses

- has brown eyes
- plays an instrument
- has a dog

- has a skateboard
- likes soccer
- has a little sister

- likes sushi
- dislikes broccoli
- likes red color

- has a cat
- was born in September
- loves chocolate
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Back to School Graph

Find and graph the items listed. Then answer the questions below.

![Graph with various school items like math books, clocks, and paint sets]

1. How many of each?
2. Which item did you find the most of?
3. Which item did you find the least of?
Book Review

Rate and review a book you have read.

Draw the Book Cover

Title of the book: ____________________________________________________________

Writer of the book: __________________________________________________________

My favorite character

What the book is about

My Rating: ★★★★★
Magic Fold

Color the picture below. Cut in straight lines. Fold the dotted lines.

World Book Kids has something for everyone. From early learners to advanced students there is a world of facts to explore.

Scan to explore World Book Kids.
Word Search

Find the words below in the word search.

SQUIRREL
ACORN
PUMPKIN
LEAF

CHESTNUT
HARVEST
RAIN
HEDGEHOG

SCARECROW
RAKE
SQUASH
JACKET

Get Homework Help?

HelpNow has tutoring services designed for a wide range of academic needs including homework help, study skills, and writing papers. HCPLC.org/HomeworkHelp
Acorn Math Maze

Help the squirrel find his acorn. Count by 2’s and follow the correct path.
Create Silly Sentences

Create sentences using the words in the tiles below.

laugh  the  read  delicious  sunshine  of  they  is
on  book  sleep  library  go  friendship  to  joyful
my  sweet  jump  before  play  and  find  with